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Editor’s Introduction 
 

 

We are pleased to present Boris Dralyuk’s contribution on the debate 

over crime fiction, which occurred during NEP. In contextualizing the 

genre within NEP cultural politics, Dralyuk explains Bukharin’s role as 

“chief architect and defender” of such writing. He recounts Proletcult’s 

efforts to denounce “a vehicle for bourgeois infiltration” at the same time 

that other Soviet “cultural arbiters” feared the spread of Eseninshchina 

and the more diffuse danger of growing “NEP fatigue,” which a “com-

munist Pinkerton” role model might combat. Dralyuk has contributed an 

important essay on NEP cultural politics. 

In addition, the current issue of The NEP Era provides an overview of 

a broad range of literature in our field only recently published. With the 

exception of three works that appeared in 2008 or 2009, the rest were 

published either last year or in the current year. The field continues to 

thrive. More than half the works under review reflect the archival treasure 

that now awaits the historian of twentieth-century Russia. In the past 

twenty years, archival access has remade the study of modern Russia. 

Alexei Gusev tells us that G. I. Cherniavskii published his biography 

of Trotsky, using a nine-volume collection of archival material that he 

was able to compile from the extensive primary source literature now 

available to scholars. I note that Petrovsky-Shtern utilized rich archival 

holdings in Ukraine and Israel, rarely if ever consulted by Russian histo-

rians, to explore Lenin’s Jewish identity. Phyllis Conn explains that Asif 

Siddiqi bases his study of Russian space technology “on extensive use of 

archival sources.” Barbara Allen tells us that Francis Wcislo had access to 

“Witte’s papers at the Russian State Historical Archive in St. Petersburg.” 

Olena Seredynska observes that L. N. Dobrokhotov and his colleagues in 

their document collection on the Denezhnaia reforma, 1921-1924, were 

able to reproduce material “from the Finance Commissar G. Ia. 

Sokol’nikov’s personal archive which was previously inaccessible.” On 

the other hand, while Carol Leonard’s brilliant Agrarian Reform in Russia 

“is not based on archival research,” as Colleen Moore tells us, the “pub-

lished statistical data” that she employs could not have seen the light of 

day twenty years ago. 

The literature under review in this issue is also notable for the range of 

subjects the field now encompasses. I would group Donald Loewen’s The 

Most Dangerous Art (autobiography) with Kenneth Pinnow’s work on su-

icide, Lost to the Collective, and Igal Halfin’s Red Autobiographies:  Ini-

tiating the Bolshevik Self. All three scholars grapple with the individual 

and the subjective from totally different vantage points, but they reach 
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more deeply into the Soviet experience than earlier literature ever at-

tempted or could have hoped to explore. 

The essay collection by Richard Stites could be paired with the collec-

tion by Brian Horowitz on Jewish intellectuals in Russia. The breadth of 

Stites’s scholarship is on display: his ability to integrate popular with elite 

culture, to capture the obscure and over looked.  Horowitz’s collection, 

like Petrovsky-Shtern’s work on Lenin, addresses another category of the 

once obscure and overlooked in our field, rediscovered precisely when 

Stites re-made cultural and social history, namely the Jews. Horowitz 

provides a foundation for understanding both the elite and popular culture 

of NEP where Jews played such a prominent role. 

I would also pair Kathleen Macfie’s review of Mary Nicholas’s study 

of Russian production novels with the contribution by Boris Dralyuk on 

the introduction of a Soviet crime fiction genre, the “Red Pinkerton,” in 

the NEP era. Both genres constituted “a . . . component in the construc-

tion of Soviet culture,” to cite Macfie. 

Finally the journal is grateful to Barbara Allen, its book review editor, 

for so felicitously pairing publication with reviewer in the deft combina-

tions that we provide our readers in this issue.  
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